DIVERSITY,
EQUITY &
INCLUSION
DEI
STATEMENT
The Sonoma County
Alliance recognizes
that one of our
strengths is that we
are not all the same.
Our advocacy aims to
advance economic
opportunity for all
businesses and their
employees. We
believe collaboration
with diverse groups in
the community is the
key to our shared
prosperity and
propels us forward.

OUR COMMITMENT
TO DEI
The Sonoma County Alliance DEI Committee was formed to
provide strategic direction and leadership to promote
awareness around Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion to better
serve our membership and business community.
The DEI Committee's mission is to ensure diversity, equity,
and inclusion is the lens through which decisions are
made.
Working in collaboration with the SCA Board, Advisory
Council and Committees, the DEI Committee will provide
recommendations to support our organizational goals,
general membership programs, and committees.
We acknowledge that promoting an atmosphere open to
all Sonoma County businesses, community members, and
non-profits reinforces SCA's effectiveness and
meaningfulness as an organization which supports the
economy, environment, and community.

DEI VISION
We envision an inclusive and diverse coalition of
Sonoma County business leaders promoting
policy, investment, and action that builds a
vibrant economy and healthy future for our
members and their employees.

DEI COMMITTEE
GOALS
To increase the diversity of our membership
To create a feeling of being welcomed
among new members
To increase a feeling of inclusion among
members

OUR ACTIONS SINCE
AUGUST 2020
Formed a Task Force to provide
recommendations to our Board
Board of Directors engaged in
diversity training
Held public listening sessions
Defined Diversity for SCA
Crafted a DEI Statement & Vision
Added DEI questions to the annual
membership survey
Made edits to our website that
reflect our DEI commitment

To increase awareness of issues related to
diversity, equity, and inclusion in the
workplace and how it impacts business
today

Renamed & redefined the purpose
of SCA's Community Safety
Rewards Program

To maintain the Sonoma County Alliance’s
strong reputation among the business
community

Rewrote our strategic plan
to reflect DEI

To create alliances and/or partnerships with
other organizations that align with the
Sonoma County Alliance's DEI statement and
vision

Board voted to form a formal
DEI Committee
Collaborated with Membership
Committee to create
a new member orientation
Highlighted heritage months
during GMMs
Created a DEI Evaluation tool
for our Board and Committees
to use when evaluating programs
Developing alliances with
members of the
BIPOC community
Drafting an outreach plan to
engage the BIPOC businesses

